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Abstract

cases, the second approach may hold more promise: using models that can be trained on multilingual data, i.e., data that comes
not only from the language to be synthesized (target language,
usually an LRL), but also from other languages with more readily available data (source or auxiliary languages), to make up
for the small amount of data in the target language.
Research in TTS using multilingual data has been done
since the early 2000s (e.g., [4]), spanning across the architecture
paradigm from Hidden Markov Models (HMM)-based models
to the latest S2S models. However, to the best of our knowledge, there has yet to be a systematic review that provides a
general insight into the effect of using multilingual TTS models for LRLs. In addition, given the aforementioned data challenge for LRLs, it is helpful to have an analysis that focuses on
the data augmentation strategies of past studies, i.e., how they
incorporated multilingual training data into their TTS experiments. By finding correlations between these particularities in
data augmentation strategy and the synthesized speech quality,
such an analytical review can be useful for future research in
TTS for LRLs that use multilingual data, especially regarding
the efficiency in using such data.

We provide a systematic review of past studies that use multilingual data for text-to-speech (TTS) of low-resource languages
(LRLs). We focus on the strategies used by these studies for incorporating multilingual data and how they affect output speech
quality. To investigate the difference in output quality between
corresponding monolingual and multilingual models, we propose a novel measure to compare this difference across the included studies and their various evaluation metrics. This measure, called the Multilingual Model Effect (MLME), is found to
be affected by: acoustic model architecture, the difference ratio
of target language data between corresponding multilingual and
monolingual experiments, the balance ratio of target language
data to total data, and the amount of target language data used.
These findings can act as reference for data strategies in future
experiments with multilingual TTS models for LRLs. Language
family classification, despite being widely used, is not found to
be an effective criterion for selecting source languages.
Index Terms: text-to-speech, speech synthesis, low-resource
languages, multilingual synthesis, cross-lingual synthesis

1.2. Objectives and research questions

1. Introduction

This contribution is thus dedicated to identifying studies that
use multilingual TTS models for LRLs, and providing a systematic and analytical review using the experimental designs
and reported results of such studies. For the latter, we identified
two research questions:

1.1. Low-resource languages and multilingual TTS models
Low-resource languages (LRLs) are languages that lack sufficient data for research and development of language tools. In
the domain of speech synthesis or text-to-speech (TTS), this
translates to a lack of data for training acoustic models, which
are usually high-quality annotated recordings of human speakers. This shortage in training data hinders both research and
applications of TTS for LRLs. While this has been an issue
since the era of traditional statistical parametric speech synthesis, it is worsened in the current TTS research climate, due to
the dominance of “data-hungry” deep neural networks (DNNs).
The recent introduction and increasing popularity of sequenceto-sequence (S2S) TTS models further highlight the problem:
they output much more natural speech, but also require significantly large amounts of training data. Thus, these latest TTS
models bring an opportunity for languages with more abundant
data, but exacerbate the data scarcity challenge for LRLs.
To solve this issue of insufficient data in TTS for LRLs,
two approaches have been proposed. The first is to use models that can be trained on multi-speaker data, i.e., speech data
from many speakers who each contribute a small amount of
recordings, but constitute an adequate amount of data when
combined. This approach has been fruitfully explored by many
studies (e.g., [1], [2], [3], etc.), but unfortunately such sources
of multi-speaker data are not always available for LRLs. In such

Copyright © 2021 ISCA

RQ1 Using the same limited amount of LRL data, how does
the output quality of multilingual TTS models compare
to that of monolingual models?
RQ2 What factors in the data augmentation strategy influence
the effect of using multilingual TTS models on output
quality, and to what extent do they affect it?
Section 2 details the study selection process and the selected studies. Sections 3 and 4 provide analyses and discussions targeted at each of the research questions. Section 5 offers
conclusions and directions for future research.

2. Study selection
We searched for relevant studies using the Scopus database and
the Online Archive of the International Speech Communication
Association (ISCA)1 for more recent publications not yet part of
Scopus. The included studies had to meet the following criteria:
1 https://www.isca-speech.org/iscaweb/index.
php/online-archive
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1) delineate the design, evaluation, and training data used in
the TTS experiment being reported, 2) discuss multilingual or
cross-lingual TTS models, and 3) deal with LRLs or similar
situations in which target language data was lacking. The search
resulted in a total of 23 studies that met these criteria.

Table 2: Output evaluation metrics used in included studies

2.1. Characteristics of the included studies
Table 1 details the 23 included studies and their acoustic model
architectures, while Table 2 shows the output speech evaluation
metrics used in these studies. We extracted all reported values
of output speech quality from these studies, along with corresponding experimental details, e.g., name and family of the target language(s) and source language(s), amount of speech data
used for target and source language(s), etc. These resulting values (n = 880) were used for analysis.
Table 1: Included studies and model architectures
Qty.
1
7
7
9

Studies
[5]
[6], [7], [8],
[9], [10], [11], [12]
[12], [13], [14],
[15], [16], [17], [18]
[19], [20], [21], [22],
[23], [24], [25], [26], [27]

Architecture
Unit selection synthesis
Hidden Markov Model
synthesis (HMM)
Neural network
(non-S2S) synthesis
(DNN)
Sequence-to-sequence
synthesis (S2S)

2.2. Notable studies

Group

Studies

V/UV (Voiced/UnVoiced error)

Acoustics

BAP (Band APeriodicities distortion)

Acoustics

[18], [21], [27]
[12], [18]
[12], [18]
[18]

DTWMCD (Dynamic Time Warping
Mel-Cepstral Distortion)

Acoustics

[19]

L2 NSE (L2 Norm-Squared on
log-Mel spectrogram)

Acoustics

[24]

LF0 RMSE (Log F0
Root-Mean-Square Error)

Acoustics

[11]

LSD
(normalized Log Cepstral Distance)

Acoustics

[12]

MGC RMSE
(Mel-Generalized Cepstrum
coefficients Root-Mean-Square Error)

Acoustics

[11]

MCD (Mel-Cepstral Distortion)

Acoustics

F0 RMSE (Root-Mean-Square Error)

Acoustics

MSE (Mean-Square Error)

Acoustics

CER (Character Error Rate)

Intelligibility

[13]
[21], [26]

Intelligibility %
(percentage of intelligible sentences)

Intelligibility

[7]

SUS-Wacc
(Word accuracy in Semantically
Unpredictable Sentences)

Intelligibility

[23]

WER (Word Error Rate)

Intelligibility

MOS
(Mean Opinion Score)

Naturalness/
Quality

[20]
[6], [8], [9],
[14], [15],
[16], [17],
[18], [21], [23]
[5], [10],
[11], [12], [13]

A/B Preference
(preference rate b/w test & control)

From the chosen studies, notable studies include [18] (hereafter
Study A), the latest included DNN-based study, which used 5
different evaluation metrics for TTS in Tibetan (with Mandarin
as the source language). For S2S-based studies, among the latest are [27] (Study B), which explored TTS for Indic LRLs
in the Indo-Aryan and Dravidian families, and [25] (Study C),
which investigated strategies for using Dutch and other European languages to aid a limited amount of English data.

MUSHRA (MUltiple Stimuli with
Hidden Reference & Anchor)
DMOS (Degradation MOS)

Quality
Naturalness
Similarity

[25]
[18], [22], [27]

where vmulti and vmono are the reported values of output quality from the corresponding multilingual and monolingual models, respectively, and (*) is the scenario in which the metric m
positively correlates with general output quality (the higher, the
better, e.g., MOS, MUSHRA, etc.), as opposed to the opposite
correlation (the lower, the better, e.g., MCD, WER, etc.).

3. Multilingual vs. monolingual models
with the same target data
3.1. Multilingual Model Effect (MLME)

3.2. Results

For a straightforward comparison between multilingual and
monolingual models, we focused only on groups of experiments
that: 1) came from the same study, 2) shared everything in research design, especially target language data, and 3) differed
from each other only in whether or not they were also trained
on source language data (i.e., multilingual vs. monolingual).
From these studies, we wanted to obtain a measure that captured the difference in reported values for output quality between multilingual and monolingual models. Since we wanted
to compare across the included studies, which used a wide range
of evaluation metrics (as shown in Table 2), we needed a crossstudy, cross-metric measure. As such a measure did not yet
exist, we created one. This measure, hereafter referred to as
the MultiLingual Model Effect (MLME), was derived from the
reported results as follows:
M LM E(%) =

Metric

We obtained MLME values from the following studies: [6],
[12], [13], [14], [16], [17], [18], [20], [22], [25], [26], and [27],
and reported them in Table 3, both as a whole and in specific
groups of evaluation metrics, in the form of median (M) and
interquartile range (IQR). Also reported are the p-values of the
corresponding one-sample Wilcoxon signed rank tests for the
hypothesis that the median MLME values are larger than 0.
3.3. Discussion
Given the same amount of target language data, there were statistically significant improvements in output quality of multilingual models over monolingual models, both in general and
group-specific cases. Despite the wide variation in the reported
medians, pairwise comparisons using Wilcoxon rank sum tests
did not indicate significant differences in the MLME among the
four groups of evaluation metrics. In other words, multilingual
models had better output quality than their monolingual coun-


1, if m ∼ quality (*)
vmulti − vmono
∗100∗
vmono
−1, otherwise
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Table 3: Multilingual-model effect (MLME) analysis
Metric group

n

MLME (%)

S2S-based experiments for the analyses. Output quality of S2S
models is generally said to be sensitive to training data quantity
(discussed in 1.1), so it was important to include this variable.

Wilcoxon test

M

IQR

(M > 0)

All

159

3.6

19.5

p < .001

Acoustics
Intelligibility
Naturalness/Quality
Similarity

79
13
55
12

0.7
20.5
4.6
12.1

11.4
20.5
24.8
16.7

p = .002
p = .03
p = .02
p = .01

4.1.3. Amount of target language data (tgt.data)

terparts, and this improvement did not differ based on the type
of evaluation metric used. Given the rather low median MLME
(3.6%), it was necessary to investigate the data augmentation
strategies of the included studies in order to find relevant factors contributing to the low MLME values.

This stands for the amount of training data used for the target
language and was included to test for its potential effect on the
MLME. Since all studies (except for [19] and [26]) mentioned
this only in either time duration or number of utterances, an
average estimation was needed to convert it to a common measurement. Following the descriptions provided in [10], [11],
[12], [16], [17], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], and [27], we obtained an average utterance length of the speech data sets used
in these studies: 6.1 seconds. This was then used to convert
all the training data quantities to the corresponding estimated
number of utterances.

4. Influential factors in data augmentation
strategy for multilingual models

4.1.4. Ratio of balance between target language data and total
data (balance.ratio)

Statistical models were fitted to the collected data set, with the
MLME as the dependent variable and five proposed independent variables, which are described in the section below.

This variable represents the “balance” between target language
data and total training data, and was calculated as follows:
balance.ratio(%) =

4.1. Proposed independent variables
4.1.1. Ratio of target language data in multilingual vs. monolingual models (tgt.data.ratio)

where tgt.data and src.data are the amounts of training data
(converted to number of utterances) for the target language and
source language(s), respectively. By including this variable and
testing its effect on the MLME, we aimed to investigate the role
of this balance in experiments with multilingual TTS models.

Section 3 only used MLME values calculated from groups of
experiments with the same amount of target language data in
corresponding multilingual and monolingual models. However,
some included studies also conducted experiments with different amounts of target language data between the two. Including
such experiments (n = 87) to the data set would have two benefits: 1) increasing the sample size considerably, and 2) adding
a potential predictor of the MLME: the relative difference in the
amounts of target language data between corresponding multilingual and monolingual models. Thus, MLME values of these
experiments were calculated (also following 3.1) and included
in the data set for RQ2. The predictor mentioned above was
then the first independent variable, a ratio calculated as follows:
tgt.data.ratio(%) =

tgt.data
∗ 100
tgt.data + src.data

4.1.5. Ratio of source data from the same language family to
total source data (same.family.ratio)
A popular strategy is to use data from source languages that are
close to the target language, so that the model can learn better from the combined data (due to more similarities between
these languages). However, this “closeness” and its effect, to
the best of our knowledge, are still arbitrary and there has been
no conclusive evidence to date. Many of the included studies
chose source languages that were from the same language family as the target language, implying the use of language family
classification as an indicator of the mentioned “closeness”. To
investigate this, we included this variable, calculated as follows:

tgt.datamulti − tgt.datamono
∗ 100
tgt.datamono

where tgt.datamulti and tgt.datamono are the amounts of target language data in the corresponding multilingual and monolingual models, respectively. This variable was added to the
data set not only for the experiments discussed above, but also
for other experiments that used the same amount of target language data in their corresponding multilingual and monolingual
models. In such cases, this variable would be equal to 0.

same.f amily.ratio(%) =

same.f amily.src.data
∗ 100
src.data

where same.f amily.src.data is the amount of source data
that comes from languages in the same family as the target language, and src.data is the total amount of source data. The
concept of language family here follows the “phylogenetic features” used in [14] and [15], which used classifications provided
by [28]. For each of the languages in the data set, its classification was obtained from [28] and the third level of subgroup2 (or
the lowest level for languages with less than three levels) was
used to determine the language family. For example, Bengali’s
classification is Indo-European > Indo-Iranian > Indo-Aryan
> Outer Languages > Eastern > Bengali-Assamese, so it was
considered as belonging to the “Indo-Aryan” language family.

4.1.2. Acoustic model architecture (arch.)
This represents the choice of acoustic model architecture
(shown in Table 1) in the experiments. Due to a lack of
comparisons between multilingual and monolingual models, no
unit-selection experiments and only 7 HMM-based experiments
were eligible for inclusion. Upon inspection, MLME values
from the latter also turned out to be outliers (resulting from
exploratory experiments with unusually high MLME values).
Considering this and the small sample size, these HMM-based
experiments were excluded, leaving 164 DNN-based and 76

2 Different subgroup levels were tested and this resulted in the best
match with the classifications used in the included studies.
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4.2. Predictive model for MLME

4.4. Discussion

From the final data set (n = 240), we set out to find a good
predictive model of the MLME from the independent variables
described in 4.1. As many experiments came from the same
studies, linear mixed effect models ([29]) were used to account
for the by-study variability. To test for the significance of the effects, p-values were obtained by likelihood tests of the proposed
models and “null” models (those without the effect being tested
for). One by one, the independent variables were added to the
model, together with interactions among them (where suitable),
and statistically significant variables would be kept (except ones
that led to warnings of singular fits). For reference, the stepdown model-building approach provided by [30] was also used,
resulting in the same model as the manual approach.

For DNN models: The amount of target data is the most important factor. The more target language data there is available,
the less potential increase there is in output quality when using multilingual models. This is in line with expectations. This
effect does not differ for S2S models.
The MLME also positively correlates with the data balance
ratio. In Study A (mentioned in 2.2), this ratio was 28.75% (the
highest in all included DNN studies) in its experiments with the
top 25% MLMEs. These experiments had a median (M) MLME
of 7.14%, higher than the third quartile (Q3 ) of the MLME in
DNN studies (5.58%). Thus, for DNN models, when adding
data from source languages, the target data - total data balance
ratio should still be kept high to maintain data efficiency.
For S2S models: Despite the small effect size in DNN
models, here the ratio of target data difference (between corresponding multilingual and monolingual models) affects the
MLME the most. Thus, in TTS for LRLs using S2S models, it
is better to use as much target language data as there is available
(as opposed to, e.g., replacing part of the target data by source
data to avoid increasing the total amount of training data).
Noticeably, compared to DNN models, the data balance ratio has a reverse effect on the MLME in S2S models. The highest MLME value from Study C had the lowest data balance ratio, and the top 50% MLME values of Study B (M = 26.18%,
higher than the Q3 of S2S studies - 24.63%) had a median data
balance ratio of only 2.04%, almost as low as the Q1 of S2S
studies - 1.37%. This could be a sign that, for S2S models, having more training data is always beneficial, and this is even more
important than keeping a high ratio of target data over total data.
For both: The ratio of source data from the same language
family over total source data did not significantly affect the
MLME. Therefore, language family, or at least its classification method used here, is not viable as a criterion for selecting
source languages. For future research, more elaborate methods should be tested, e.g., those that involve measurements of
shared phonetic space or phoneme inventories of the languages.

4.3. Results
Acoustic model architecture had a significant effect on the
MLME (p < .001), resulting in a large difference (33.9 percentage points, pp) between the mean MLME values of the two
groups. Considering 1) this large difference in mean values,
2) the better output quality of S2S models relative to that of
DNN models, and 3) the different orders of importance in the
effects, these two architectures will be reported separately. In
Table 4 and Table 5, the effects are reported using their regression coefficients (B) and standard errors (SE), accompanied by
significance codes from their corresponding p-values, and in the
order of decreasing importance based on their standardized regression coefficients (β). Their standard deviations (SD) are
also reported for effect size comparison.
Table 4: Effects of data strategy on MLME in DNN models
Effect (unit)

B ± SE (pp)

SD

β

tgt.data (100 utt.)
balance.ratio (1 pp)
tgt.data.ratio (1 pp)

-0.06 ± 0.02 (*)
0.66 ± 0.4 (*)
0.02 ± 0.12 (***)

83.92
8.71
44.08

-0.19 (-5.34)
0.12 (3.37)
0.07 (1.97)

Significance codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05

5. Conclusions
Using data from previous studies, we investigated the change in
speech output quality between multilingual models and corresponding monolingual models, given the same limited amount
of data from a low-resource target language. We designed a
novel metric to measure this change in output quality across
the included studies and the wide range of evaluation metrics
used by them. Via this measure, we confirmed the improvement in output speech quality in the multilingual models over
their monolingual counterparts.
Going further, we set out to find factors in the strategies for
incorporating multilingual data that affected this improvement.
We found that it was affected by the ratio of target language data
between corresponding multilingual and monolingual models,
the balance ratio of target language data over total training data,
and the amount of target language data, but in different orders
of importance and manners depending on the acoustic model
architecture used. These effects should be empirically tested
in future research and, if proven, can be used for reference in
multilingual text-to-speech models for low-resource languages.
Language family classification, despite being used by many
included studies, proved ineffective as a criterion for selecting
source languages. Future research is intended to further investigate this topic.

DNN models had a mean MLME value of -0.35% (±
9.7%). From this “base” value, corresponding MLME values
for specific experiment details could be predicted using the reported values in Table 4. For example, using the B for tgt.data,
when all other effects are held constant, an increase of 100 utterances in tgt.data decreases the MLME by 0.06 pp (from the
“base” value). Using the β, when tgt.data goes up by 1 SD
(8,392 utterances), the MLME goes down by 0.19 SD (5.34 pp).
Similar interpretations can be done for the remaining effects.
Table 5: Effects of data strategy on MLME in S2S models
Effect (unit)

B ± SE (pp)

SD

β

tgt.data.ratio (1 pp)
balance.ratio (1 pp)
tgt.data (100 utt.)

0.47 ± 0.10 (***)
-0.52 ± 0.26 (.)
-0.06 ± 0.02 (*)

39.65
15.90
83.92

0.72 (20.23)
-0.22 (-6.18)
-0.19 (-5.34)

Significance codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1

S2S models had a mean MLME value of 33.56% (± 7.64%)
and the effects reported in Table 5 can be interpreted similarly
to those in DNN models.
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